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(54) Communication pad for a communication terminal

(57) A communication pad for communication with a
communication terminal is provided, wherein the com-
munication pad comprises a processing unit and a non-
volatile memory having a crypto key and/or a unique iden-
tification code stored thereon, wherein the processing
unit is adapted to process the crypto key together with
authentication challenge data to generate an authentica-

tion response, and wherein the communication pad is
adapted to be identified to the communication terminal
by sending the authentication response and/or a unique
identification code to the communication terminal. In par-
ticular, the communication pad may be a user proprietary
game pad, adapted to communicate with an open domain
stand-alone or network-based game terminal.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a communication pad
for a terminal, in particular to a game pad for a game
terminal.
[0002] Beyond this, the invention relates to communi-
cation terminal.
[0003] Moreover, the invention relates to a communi-
cation system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Tournaments are a popular form of recreation
and are amenable to many forms of organized activities,
such as sports or games. There are two primary types
of tournaments. In the first, players compete against one
another (i.e., head-to-head), singularly or in teams, under
controlled conditions. Examples include boxing, chess,
karate and the like. In the second, players play a game
without direct or simultaneous interaction with another
player, where the player having the best score (e.g., golf,
bowling, etc.), fastest time to completion (e.g., puzzles)
or some combination thereof is pronounced the winner.
Winners earn recognition for their skill and sometimes
even prizes. Accomplished players of games of skill are
often provided with an officially recognized ranking, rating
and/or title.
[0005] Classic tournaments are usually held at a spe-
cific time and at a specific location, where they are con-
ducted under a set of rules which apply equally to all
contestants, and under the supervision of one or more
judges and/or a sanctioning authority. A typical chess
tournament may include one hundred to two hundred
players who get together at a central location. They pay
an entry fee and play a series of games over the course
of a specified time period under the auspices of an offi-
cially sanctioned tournament director(s). At the end of
the competition, the players are ranked and cash prizes
are awarded to the top finishers. The United States Chess
Federation administers a national rating system that
ranks players with a numerical rating based upon the
results of tournament sanctioned games against other
rated players. Ratings may change over time as the play-
er wins and loses games played in ongoing tournaments.
Various rating ranges are given named titles. For exam-
ple, an "Expert" chess player has a rating of between
2,000 and 2,200 and a "Master" chess player has a rating
over 2,200 and so on.
[0006] One approach to electronic tournaments is dis-
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,083,271. In this Thacher system,
a plurality of gaming terminals is networked to a central
computer. A player purchases credit, enters a tourna-
ment, and is assigned a unique identification code. This
identification code is stored in the gaming terminal and
at the central computer. The player then proceeds to play
a tournament game on the gaming terminal. When the

player has finished the game, the player’s score is trans-
mitted to the central computer along with the player iden-
tification code and a game identification number. The
central computer sorts through all of the scores at the
conclusion of the tournament and determines a winner.
The Thacher patent claims to provide some level of pro-
tection against substitution of players by utilizing a sep-
arate personal identification code for each player. Thus,
to the extent that a player’s personal identification code
is not compromised, the person playing the game is
uniquely identified with the achieved score. However, this
arrangement has disadvantages including the extensive
network between all of the participatory game terminals,
and the inability to verify that the scores in the tournament
games were accurately reported and fairly achieved. For
example, there is nothing in the Thacher system which
prevents a player from modifying the game software to
produce a more favourable outcome or from intercepting
communications of score and identification data from the
remote gaming terminal to the central computer and then
altering the same to register a false score. These gaming
terminals may form communication terminals which may
be accessed from so called game pads or communication
pads.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Although, a plurality of different communication
pads is known, there may be a need to provide a com-
munication pad which provides a secure but flexible ac-
cess to a respective communication terminal.
[0008] In order to meet the need defined above a com-
munication pad, a communication terminal and a com-
munication system according to the independent claims
are provided. Further improvements are disclosed in the
dependent claims.
[0009] According to an exemplary aspect a communi-
cation pad for communication with a communication ter-
minal is provided, wherein the communication pad com-
prises a processing unit and a non-volatile memory hav-
ing a unique identification code stored thereon, wherein
the processing unit is adapted to process the unique iden-
tification code to generate an identification signal, and
wherein the communication pad is adapted to be identi-
fied to the communication terminal by sending the iden-
tification signal to the communication terminal.
[0010] In particular, the unique identification code may
be a crypto key or a simple plain ID. Furthermore, the
communication pad may be a game pad, adapted to com-
municate with a stand-alone game terminal. However,
such a game pad may not only be used for input com-
mands of a game but may also be connected to one com-
puter, together with other game pads, and may be suit-
able to input chatting data, control a game on a game
terminal and in some cases also to perform a simple
game by itself. Thus, such a game pad may form a com-
munication pad and may be configured to operate with
specific game terminals, e.g. may include or implement
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a specific protocol. The identification signal may be used
for an authentication procedure being executed between
the communication pad and the communication terminal
or an external authentication server, wherein the authen-
tication procedure may generate as result an authoriza-
tion signal, as an internal signal of the communication
terminal. This authorization signal may be used for au-
thorizing the specific communication pad for specific ap-
plications so that the communication pad may access
and use them. Additionally, the communication pad may
comprise a human interface, i.e. an interface adapted in
such a way that a user may communicate or interact with
the communication pad. For example, a keyboard, a
mouse, a joystick, a trackball, a touchpad, a sensor
and/or any other suitable human-computer interface may
be used. Also a display may be implemented in the com-
munication pad depending on the desired applications
the communication pad is used for.
[0011] According to an exemplary aspect a communi-
cation terminal is provided, wherein the communication
terminal comprises an authorization unit, and a commu-
nication interface adapted to receive an identification sig-
nal of a communication pad according to an exemplary
aspect. In particular, the identification signal or a signal
generated based on this identification signal may be used
for controlling the access of the communication pad to
the available applications.
[0012] In particular, the communication terminal may
be a game terminal which may be transparent. In this
context transparent does not mean that it is transparent
for light but that unrestricted communication can be
passed trough this terminal. Since the communication
pad already includes or stores some crypto key the com-
munication terminal may be transparent, i.e. not compris-
es an identification or authorization key, without compro-
mising the security and/or authorization process when
connected to another network, e.g. the Internet. In this
case a mutual authentication procedure might be set-up
between the communication pad and an external authen-
tication server, and data streams would only be routed
through the transparent communication terminal. Fur-
thermore, the communication terminal may be a network
based terminal and may be adapted to use network serv-
ices for specific application, e.g. for software downloads
and updates. For example, such a communication termi-
nal may have access to a library of applications, e.g.
game applications, offered by a trusted network service.
A communication pad may authorize itself via such a
communication terminal or an external trust centre and
may use these applications under direct control of this
trust centre.
[0013] According to an exemplary aspect a communi-
cation system is provided which comprises a communi-
cation terminal according to an exemplary aspect, a com-
munication pad according to an exemplary aspect and a
trust centre which are adapted to communicate with each
other. In particular, the communication system may com-
prise a plurality of communication pads and/or a plurality

of communication terminals. Furthermore, the trust cen-
tre may comprise an authentication server, wherein the
communication pad is adapted to send the identification
signal to the authentication server via the communication
terminal.
[0014] The term "identification signal" may particularly
denote a signal or data which enabling an identification
or authorization of the communication pad, e.g. in an au-
thorization process between the communication pad and
the terminal or another external unit like the trust centre.
For example, the identification signal may be formed or
may include the original unique identification code or
crypto key. In this case the processing of the processing
unit in the communication pad basically may include only
a preparing of the unique identification code for sending
to the communication terminal. Alternatively, the identi-
fication signal may be formed or may include data gen-
erated by a pre-processing of the unique identification
code in the processing unit, or may even form or include
an authentication signal generated according to an au-
thorization protocol.
[0015] By providing a communication pad which has
a crypto key, e.g. a secured element, stored thereon, the
communication pad may be personalized for a specific
user or user group, i.e. an authorization may be possible.
In particular, since the crypto key is stored on the com-
munication pad and the communication terminal may
have a constant network or internet connection, the com-
munication terminal may be a transparent for the execu-
tion of the mutual authentication protocol between com-
munication pad and authentication server. So a success-
ful authentication of the communication pad may enable
certain applications supported by the communication ter-
minal for a defined limited time. Thus, it may be possible
to easily switch the communication pad from one com-
munication terminal to another one, e.g. a person may
carry the communication pad from one communication
terminal used at a first point in time to another commu-
nication terminal used at a second point in time. The pe-
riod of time for which the communication may access and
use the communication terminal application may be lim-
ited, so that a re-authentication of the communication
pad may be required in certain defined time intervals. In
case the different communication terminals, e.g. game
terminals, support the same transmission and authoriza-
tions protocols a system of communication pad(s) and
communication terminals may be provided which can be
used in a secure and flexible way. Furthermore, the pro-
viding of a communication pad having a cryptographic or
secure element stored in a non-volatile memory may al-
low to only give access to terminal-resident software, e.g.
game or more general data communication software, on-
ly if an authorization of one or a plurality of connected
communication pads, e.g. game pads, was been suc-
cessful. This may allow for providing free communication
or game software on open or transparent communication
terminals although the possibility may be still enabled to
control and monitor each login or access of a possibly
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personalized communication pad, e.g. game pad or mo-
bile phone. Thus, it may be possible to charge the reg-
istered user of the respective communication pad for the
specific access, e.g. data transfer or accessing a game
on a game terminal.
[0016] Next, further exemplary embodiments of the
communication pad are described. However, these em-
bodiments also apply to the communication terminal and
to the communication system.
[0017] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication pad the processing unit is further
adapted to process authentication challenge data re-
ceived from external to generate the identification signal.
[0018] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication pad the processing unit comprises
a secured authorization unit which is adapted to generate
the identification signal. In particular, the processing unit
may be adapted to perform a mutual authentication pro-
cedure with the communication terminal or authentica-
tion server and to generate an internal identification sig-
nal.
[0019] However, the communication pad may also be
adapted that a unique identification code or crypto key
stored in the secured memory of the communication pad
is sent to the communication terminal instead of using
the secured crypto key or unique identification code to
process the mutual authentication. That is, an authoriza-
tion based on the unique identification code may be al-
ternatively performed on the communication pad or on
the communication terminal.
[0020] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication pad the non-volatile memory is a
secured memory. In particular, the non-volatile memory
may be an EPROM, EEPROM, a flash memory or even
some internal disc storage. The secured memory may
be implemented as a secured partition of a general non-
volatile memory or by a specific separated secured mem-
ory unit.
[0021] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication pad the secured memory is pro-
tected from external accessing.
[0022] That is, the non-volatile memory and/or the
communication pad may be configured in such a way
that it can only be accessed by a secured authorization
unit of the communication pad. No access from outside
of the communication pad may be allowed. That is the
secured memory may be protected from external re-
quests or attacks. For example, DMA and/or CPU trans-
fers in a specially protected operation mode may be en-
abled, while other accessing modes may be disabled or
forbidden. In particular, only DMA accesses and/or such
specific CPU transfers may be enabled.
[0023] According to another exemplary embodiment
the communication pad further comprises a communica-
tion interface, adapted to send the identification signal.
In particular, the communication interface may be adapt-
ed to receive/send unencrypted/encrypted data during
the authentication procedure or send the unique identi-

fication code.
[0024] In particular, the communication interface may
be a wireless communication interface, adapted to send
the identification signal wireless, e.g. via RF signals, in-
frared signals, optical signals, acoustic signals, or other
suitable wireless communication signals. However, the
communication interface may alternatively a wire based
interface, i.e. an interface sending the signal via a wired
connection to the communication terminal. Thus, a com-
munication link between the communication pad and the
communication terminal may be established via the com-
munication interface.
[0025] Next, further exemplary embodiments of the
communication terminal are described. However, these
embodiments also apply to the communication pad and
the communication system.
[0026] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication terminal the authorization unit is
adapted to process the identification signal to perform an
authorization process.
[0027] In particular, this processing may also be per-
formed by using an internal predetermined authentica-
tion protocol. This may be advantageous in case the com-
munication terminal is a stand-alone device, e.g. a stand-
alone game terminal.
[0028] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication terminal the authorization unit is
adapted to establish a connection to an external network
service which may be adapted to perform the predeter-
mined authentication protocol.
[0029] In particular, the connection to an external net-
work service may be implemented via the Internet, e.g.
by establish an online connection or link. In case the com-
munication terminal receives an authorization confirma-
tion from the external network service or external network
element, e.g. a server, a connection between the com-
munication terminal and the communication pad may be
maintained. In case the communication terminal does
not receive a confirmation signal, e.g. the authorization
process fails, the communication terminal may close
down the connection between the communication termi-
nal and the communication pad.
[0030] According to another exemplary embodiment
of the communication terminal the communication termi-
nal is adapted to allow access to specific applications in
case an authorization based on the identification signal
is confirmed. The authorization may be performed based
on an authentication protocol. That is, the access to spe-
cific applications may be allowed based on an executed
authentication protocol.
[0031] Such application may be a specific game, or
Internet service which may be resident in the communi-
cation terminal or in an external network element.
[0032] A gist of an exemplary aspect may be seen in
providing a wireless game pad and game terminal system
enabling a network-based authentication function that al-
lows use of game applications provided online under full
control of trusted network service, whereas the commu-
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nication pad may be a proprietary mobile device of the
user while the communication terminal may be a public
domain device. The authentication function may allow
the game pad or game pad device to authenticate itself
towards a game terminal that hosts a game application.
In particular, the game pad may be connected through a
wireless or wired communication link to a stand-alone
game terminal or to a base-station connected to a port
of a computer. A plurality of game pads may be connect-
ed to the game terminal or base station by wireless or
wired connection and control a program being executed
by the game terminal or computer.
[0033] The game pad device architecture may include
a control logic, e.g. a processing unit or a CPU that con-
trols the operation modes, a volatile and non-volatile
memory and related memory control unit, a secured el-
ement, e.g. crypto-unit, which may use part of the non-
volatile memory as specially secured memory, an option-
al display unit depending on the display requirements for
the game pad device and, if a wireless connection is sup-
ported, an RF-transceiver interface for the communica-
tion with the game terminal or computer.
[0034] The game pad device CPU may monitor and
control the above function units. A power source unit,
which may be implemented into the game pad, supplies
an operating power source to each function unit. The
unique device ID and crypto or encryption key data, that
is used by the secured element to execute the authenti-
cation protocol towards a game terminal, may be stored
in the secured part of the non-volatile memory, which
may only be accessed by the secured element either by
DMA or via CPU transfers in a specially protected oper-
ation mode.
[0035] The game terminal or base station may either
be implemented as a stand-alone device, which supports
the authentication protocol in the same way, in which the
game pad device does, or it may be implemented as a
network terminal with connection to an external network
service, e.g. a trust centre. In this case the game terminal
might for each authentication request by a game pad
device establish an online connection and might route
the authentication process through to the trusted network
service. If the trusted network service confirms a suc-
cessful authentication, then the terminal may continue
its interaction with the game pad device and start the
requested game application. If the authentication proc-
ess fails the connection with the game pad application
may be closed.
[0036] The aspects and embodiments defined above
and further aspects of the invention are apparent from
the examples of embodiment to be described hereinafter
and are explained with reference to these examples of
embodiment. It should be noted that features described
in connection with a specific exemplary embodiment or
exemplary aspect may be combined with another exem-
plary embodiment or another exemplary aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037] The invention will be described in more detail
hereinafter with reference to an exemplary embodiment
but to which the invention is not limited.
[0038] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a communica-
tion system according to an exemplary embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0039] The illustration in the drawing is schematic.
[0040] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a communica-
tion system 100. The communication system comprises
a game pad 101, a game terminal 102 and a game ap-
plication server or trust centre 11. Of course the commu-
nication system may comprise a plurality of game pads
and/or game terminals. The game pad 101 comprises a
non-volatile memory 1, which comprises two partitions
1a which form a common configuration memory and a
secured key memory 1b, respectively. The two partitions
are separated from each other, e.g. different access pos-
sibilities are provided for the two partitions, wherein the
separation is schematically indicated by wall 1 c in Fig.
1. Of course the two memory components may be formed
by two physically distinct units or elements. A secured
element or crypto key may be stored in the secured key
memory 1b and may be used for authentication of the
game pad. The game pad 101 further comprises a com-
munication interface which is preferably formed by a wire-
less communication interface 2. However, the commu-
nication interface may alternatively or additionally be
formed by a wired communication interface. That is, the
game pad may provide a wireless communication, a
wired communication or a combination of both. Further-
more, the game pad 101 comprises a secured authenti-
cation unit 3 which may perform an authentication
processing within game pad, e.g. by generating an iden-
tification signal or an authentication response from so-
called authentication challenge data received from the
authentication server via the communication terminal by
using the secured element. Therefore the secured au-
thentication unit 3 is connected to the secured key mem-
ory 1b via a DMA bus b as well as to the common con-
figuration memory 1 a which is indicated by a common
address/date bus a. The secured authentication unit 3
receives authentication challenge data and provides the
authentication response or the unique identification code
to the communication interface 2 via common address/
data bus a, which communication interface 2 is adapted
to send or transmit these data to or from the game ter-
minal 102. Additionally the game pad 101 comprises a
game controller unit 4 which is adapted to control a game
based on a user input which may be input into the game
pad 101 via a user interface, e.g. buttons, a keyboard,
sensors, a trackball or a joystick or the like and is sent
to the game controller unit 4 via a bus c for user/human
interface peripheral 10s.
[0041] The game terminal 102 comprises a communi-
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cation host interface 6 which receives or sends data, e.g.
the authentication data, identification signal or unique
identification code or game controller signals, via a com-
munication link which is indicated in Fig. 1 by the flash
d. The communication host interface 6 preferably pro-
vides the same functionality as the communication inter-
face 2 of the game pad, e.g. in case the communication
interface 2 is adapted for wireless communication the
communication host interface 6 is as well adapted for
wireless communication. Furthermore, the game termi-
nal 102 comprises a secured authentication unit 7 as well
which is connected to the communication host interface
6 via a game pad access-control link g and via an inter-
face by-pass e which is used for game-pad authentica-
tion. The secured authentication unit 7 is connected to a
web server communication interface 8 via a game pad
authentication web-com-link which may be used to per-
form the authentication by the trust centre 11 via an In-
ternet connection or link 1. The game terminal 102 further
comprises a game application control unit 9 which is con-
nected to the communication host interface 6 via a game
application - game pad interface h. The game application
control unit 9 is adapted to perform the controlling of a
game played by the user of the game pad and residing
on the game terminal. Additionally, the game terminal
may comprise a user or human interface 10 as well, which
is connected to the game application control unit 9 via a
bus or link for human interface peripheral 10s and which
may be used to provide input/output via a display, sound
sensors or the like.
[0042] Thus, a wireless game pad may be provided
which may be equipped with an identification function
that makes use of a secured element which supports
encrypted authentication protocols, which may allow the
game pad device to authenticate itself towards a game
terminal that hosts a game application and supports the
authentication protocol. The game terminal may be a
stand-alone device that also includes a secured element
or it can be a network terminal that supports an online
authentication e.g. via the Internet. The game terminal
may be a public domain device that does not have to
include any human interface control functions for game,
because these are part of the user proprietary commu-
nication pad, but only display and sound functions.
[0043] Finally, it should be noted that the above-men-
tioned embodiments illustrate rather than limit the inven-
tion, and that those skilled in the art will be capable of
designing many alternative embodiments without depart-
ing from the scope of the invention as defined by the
appended claims. In the claims, any reference signs
placed in parentheses shall not be construed as limiting
the claims. The word "comprising" and "comprises", and
the like, does not exclude the presence of elements or
steps other than those listed in any claim or the specifi-
cation as a whole. The singular reference of an element
does not exclude the plural reference of such elements
and vice-versa. In a device claim enumerating several
means, several of these means may be embodied by one

and the same item of software or hardware. The mere
fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different
dependent claims does not indicate that a combination
of these measures cannot be used to advantage.

Claims

1. A communication pad for communication terminal,
the communication pad comprising:

a processing unit, and
a non-volatile memory having a unique identifi-
cation code stored thereon,
wherein the processing unit is adapted to proc-
ess the unique identification code to generate
an identification signal, and
wherein the communication pad is adapted to
be identified to the communication terminal by
sending the identification signal to the commu-
nication terminal.

2. The communication pad according to claim 1,
wherein the processing unit is further adapted to
process authentication challenge data received from
external to generate the identification signal.

3. The communication pad according to claim 2,
wherein the processing unit comprises a secured au-
thorization unit which is adapted to generate the
identification signal which represents authentication
response signal.

4. The communication pad according to claim 1,
wherein the non-volatile memory is a secured mem-
ory.

5. The communication pad according to claim 4,
wherein the secured memory is protected from an
access which is external to the communication pad.

6. The communication pad according to claim 1, further
comprising:

a communication interface, adapted to send the
identification signal.

7. A communication terminal comprising:

an authorization unit, and
a communication interface adapted to pass on
the authentication response generated by the
communication pad to receive an identification
signal of a communication pad according to
claim 1.

8. The communication terminal according to claim 7,
wherein the authorization unit is adapted to process
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the identification signal to perform authorization
process.

9. The communication terminal according to claim 7,
wherein the authorization unit is adapted to establish
a connection to an external network service which
may be adapted to perform the predetermined au-
thentication protocol.

10. The communication terminal according to claim 7,
wherein the communication terminal is adapted to
allow access to specific application in case an au-
thorization based on the identification signal is con-
firmed.

11. A communication system comprising:

a communication terminal according to claim 7,
a communication pad according to claim 1, and
a trust centre,
which are adapted to communicate with each
other.

12. The communication system according to claim 11,
wherein the trust centre comprises an authentication
server,
wherein the communication pad is adapted to send
the identification signal to the authentication server
via the communication terminal.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A communication system comprising:

a trust centre having an authorization server,
a communication pad comprising:

a processing unit, and
a non-volatile memory having a unique
identification code stored thereon,
wherein the processing unit is adapted to
process the unique identification code to
generate an identification signal for author-
ization of the communication pad, and
wherein the communication pad is adapted
to be identified to the communication termi-
nal by sending the identification signal to
the communication terminal, and

a transparent communication terminal compris-
ing:

a communication interface adapted to re-
ceive an identification signal of a communi-
cation pad,

wherein the communication pad is adapted to send
the identification signal to the authentication server
via the transparent communication terminal.

2. The communication system according to claim 1,
wherein the processing unit of the communication
pad is further adapted to process authentication
challenge data received from external to generate
the identification signal.

3. The communication system according to claim 2,
wherein the processing unit of the communication
pad comprises a secured authorization unit which is
adapted to generate the identification signal which
represents authentication response signal.

4. The communication system according to claim 1,
wherein the non-volatile memory of the communica-
tion pad is a secured memory.

5. The communication system according to claim 4,
wherein the secured memory of the communication
pad is protected from an access which is external to
the communication pad.

6. The communication system according to claim 1,
wherein the communication pad further comprises a
communication interface, adapted to send the iden-
tification signal.

7. The communication system according to claim 1,
wherein the transparent communication terminal
comprises an authorization unit which is adapted to
process the identification signal to perform authori-
zation process.

8. The communication system according to claim 7,
wherein the authorization unit of the transparent
communication terminal is adapted to establish a
connection to an external network service which may
be adapted to perform the predetermined authenti-
cation protocol.

9. The communication system according to claim 1,
wherein the transparent communication terminal is
adapted to allow access to specific application in
case an authorization based on the identification sig-
nal is confirmed.
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